Singular thermochromic effects in dyeings with indigo, 6-bromoindigo, and 6,6′-dibromoindigo
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A B S T R A C T

Fundamental dyeing properties of three dyes of historical importance — indigo, 6-bromoindigo, and 6,6′-dibromoindigo — on 13 fabrics are examined. The hues of the dyed fabrics vary from blue-green to blue for indigo, blue to violet for 6-bromoindigo, and violet—blue to purple for 6,6′-dibromoindigo, as determined by reflectance measurements. Many of the dyed fabrics change color markedly with application of gentle heat. For indigo and 6-bromoindigo, the color changes are predominantly towards absorption of longer wavelengths (giving a bluer fabric color), while for 6,6′-dibromoindigo, the color changes are towards absorption of shorter wavelengths (giving a redder fabric color). The greatest thermochromic effects are seen for dyed wool: with 6-bromoindigo, the color changes from violet to blue, while with 6,6′-dibromoindigo, the color changes from violet to red—purple upon brief boiling in water. Transmission electron microscopy analysis of 6-bromoindigo-dyed carbon nanotubes, used as surrogates for dyed fabric fibers, suggests that the basis of the thermochromic effect is a change in the size distribution of dye aggregates.

© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Indigoid dyes have long and fascinating histories. Dyeing with natural indigo, obtained from such plants as Indigofera tinctoria, dates to 4000 years ago [1,2]. Its application to fibers continued well into the nineteenth century. The first preparation of synthetic indigo was devised by von Baeyer [3]; this was the beginning of the end for industrial production of the natural dye. Scientists have long been interested to know why the small molecule indigo is blue [4,5]. A blue-colored molecule — blue because of a very small gap between its highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and its lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) — usually has an extended conjugated system of π electrons longer than that of indigo. The work of Klessinger and Luettke clearly illustrated that the chromogen in indigo is the cross-conjugated H-chromophore which results in an unusually small HOMO-LUMO gap [6–8]. This gap may also be narrowed by factors which stabilize the LUMO, such as solvation or intermolecular hydrogen bonding [9]. This would result in absorption of longer wavelengths of light (giving a bathochromic or red shift), hence making the molecule appear more blue. Von Eller has explained the blue color of indigo based on the single-crystal X-ray structure analysis. She noted that indigo in the solid state forms aggregates via intermolecular hydrogen bonding, causing a red shift in light absorption compared to that of a single molecule [10]. In fact, indigo in the gas phase has a much shorter absorption λmax in the visible region, making it appear red [11].

The brominated indigoids 6-bromoindigo (monobromoindigo, or MBI) and 6,6′-dibromoindigo (DBI) have also been used as dyes for millennia. A mixture of these two plus smaller amounts of indigo and indirubins constitutes the dye known as royal or Tyrian purple (Fig. 1) [12–16]. The highest quality of the dye was found in Tyre on the Levantine coast in ancient times; hence, the name Tyrian purple. The earliest known occurrence of this mixture,
which was used as a pigment rather than a dye, was on the island of Thera about 3700 years ago [17]. The ancient Romans dyed their clothes with it, and it was so precious that only royalty or the priesthood had the means to obtain it. The production of the dye over 2000 years ago became an important part of the Phoenician economy [18]. Both Pliny [19] and Reinhold [20] wrote extensively about the significance and the preparatory method of Tyrian purple, which can be obtained from the Mediterranean shellfish Murex brandaris, Murex trunculus, and Purpura haemastoma [21]. The characteristic colorant of Tyrian purple, DBI, was identified by Friedländer [22]. Subsequently many syntheses of it have appeared, which have been reviewed by Cooksey [13], who, along with Clark also developed a synthesis of MBI [23]. A more recent treatment of existing DBI syntheses has been presented by Wolk and Frimer [24]. It is interesting to note that although the molecular skeletons of all three dyes are identical, indigo is obtained from plants while Tyrian purple is derived only from shellfish.

In the solid state, finely ground indigo and MBI are indistinguishable to the eye. When spread thinly, they are both dark blue, but when a thick layer is observed, they are both dark violet. On the other hand, finely ground DBI is dark purple. In solution, the colors of all three are difficult to distinguish amongst each other by eye; for example, the absorption \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) values in methanol are 598, 607, and 615 nm for DBI, MBI, and indigo, respectively [15]. The colors of natural fibers dyed with the three indigoids differ in the way which have been investigated by Clark and Cooksey [23] and Ziderman [25]. They noted that DBI gives more reddish dyed shades than MBI, which itself gives much redder dyeings than indigo. Clark and Cooksey found that the colors of MBI-dyed wool and DBI-dyed silk become more blue upon dilution, while Ziderman has revealed that MBI-dyed wool when heated turns to a blue color very similar to the color of indigo-dyed wool. Synthetic fibers have also been dyed with either pure DBI [26] or the pigment from the Ocenebra inornata sea snail, which is mainly DBI [27].

Dyeing with these dyes is complicated by their limited water solubility. The indigoid must be first reduced to its water-soluble “leuco” or colorless form (Fig. 2). The dyeing process is completed by dipping the fabric into an aqueous solution of the leuco form until permeated, and then exposing the fabric to oxygen in the air (development), causing oxidation back to the colored form. The leuco form is highly sensitive to oxygen and, in the case of MBI and DBI, is subject to debromination by UV light [28–31].

We report here an improved dyeing procedure which gives consistent colors, taking into account the limited solubility and air-sensitivity of the leuco forms. This procedure is used for a comparison of the dyed colors of the three indigoids on 13 fabrics, both natural and synthetic. As far as we are aware, there is only one other comparative study [32] of the dyed colors of these three indigoids, when applied to both natural and synthetic fabrics. That study employed multi-fabric strips prepared by three of us (KR, OL, and SK) using an earlier method [23] of dyeing which we subsequently found to give variable colors. This will be commented upon in Section 3.1.

We also wish to report a systematic study of thermochromic effects and color changes upon dilution seen with fabrics dyed with all three of the indigoids under study here. And finally, we disclose that dyed carbon nanotubes can be used as a substitute for fabric fibers in analysis of the thermochromic effect by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Chemicals and materials

The 13 fabrics used in the dyeing were obtained as multi-fabric strips (style # 43) from Testfabrics, Inc. There were three natural fibers: wool, cotton, and silk; three cotton-based synthetics: filament acetate (diacetate), filament triacetate, and viscose (Rayon); three polyacrylates: SEF (modacrylic), Crelsan 61, and Orlon 75; two polyesters: Dacron 54 and Dacron 64; Nylon 66; and polypropylene. Single-walled carbon nanotubes (40–60 wt % carbon basis, D × L = 2–10 nm × 1–5 μm, bundle dimensions), tetrahydrofuran (≥99.9%, inhibitor-free), sodium hydrosulfite (sodium dithionite; technical grade, 85%), and indigo (95%) were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich. MBI was prepared by the procedure of Clark and Cooksey [23]. DBI was synthesized by the procedure of Tanoue et al. [33]. The purities of MBI and DBI, as judged by HPLC peak areas, are 93% and 98%, respectively [32].

2.2. Instrumentation

TEM data were collected at 200 kV on a Jeol 2100 instrument equipped with EDAX at the eucentric height to reproduce reliability of measurements.

Visible reflectance spectra were obtained in dual-beam mode using a Varian Cary 50 Bio UV–Vis spectrophotometer equipped with a Barrelino remote diffusion reflection probe by Harrick Scientific and a xenon flash lamp. The scan range was 200–800 nm with a maximum scan rate of 120 nm/s. Spectra of undyed fabrics were taken before each measurement and used as a calibration reference. The data were processed using Cary WinUV and Origin softwares.

2.3. Dyeing procedures

2.3.1. Dyeing of multi-fabric strips

The procedure reported by Clark and Cooksey [23] was modified. A 250-mL 3-neck round-bottom flask fitted with a water condenser is swept with nitrogen gas, and kept under a positive pressure of nitrogen during the dyeing. Distilled water (100 mL) and THF (15 mL) are introduced, followed by NaOH (0.50 g, 13 mmol). The solution is brought to reflux (75–80°C) with magnetic stirring, and Na2S2O4 (0.50 g, 85% purity, 2.4 mmol) is added, followed immediately by the indigoid (0.050 mmol), which had been finely ground in an agate mortar. At this point, for MBI and DBI, the lights are turned off and the flask is wrapped in aluminum foil. A yellow to yellow-green homogeneous solution is obtained after 15 min at reflux. After addition of NH4Cl (2.0 g, 37 mmol), the fabric (1.4 g), which had been soaked in dilute soap solution, is introduced. The stirring rate is reduced, and the solution is heated at reflux for 15 min. The fabric is removed from the flask and exposed to air, while still protected from light. After at least 30 min of air exposure, the fabric is rinsed in aqueous 1% HOAc solution and allowed to dry. Second and third passes are made in the same manner with additional fabric strips. After the third pass, the dye vat is completely exhausted, as evidenced by lack of formation of insoluble dye particles when the vat is left open to air overnight.

Some of the MBI-dyed fabrics take several days at ambient conditions to reach their final color; right after the development, some are more red or more blue than samples which had been aged for a few days. We find that the colors from high-temperature dyeing are the same shades as those we obtain from dyeing at 50°C, although fabrics after dyeing are subject to thermochromic effects at 60°C (see section 3.2).

2.3.2. Dyeing of silk alone

A dye vat at double the above scale is used to dye 3-g pieces of silk fabric. Three passes for each of the three indigos (0.10 mmol each) are made. The fabric permeation is performed at reflux, and the vat is cooled to <55°C before the fabric is removed and exposed to air.

2.3.3. Dyeing of nanotubes

A 1-dram vial is purged with nitrogen gas, and carbon nanotubes (30 mg) are introduced. The vial is placed in a water bath at 50 ± 2°C, and 2 mL of a solution containing the leuco form of MBI, prepared as above, is added. After 15 min of stirring under N2, the black suspension is suction filtered, washed with 3 portions of distilled water. After 30 min of suction, the black powder is washed with 1 mL 1% HOAc solution. The filtrates are all clear and colorless. After 30 min of air-drying, 28 mg of black powder is isolated. At 40× magnification, the powder shows a metallic luster, while undyed carbon nanotubes are flat black.

2.4. TEM analysis

A suspension of MBI-dyed carbon nanotubes (1 mg) in acetonitrile (1 mL) is diluted by a factor of 37 and is sonicated for 30 s. A 8-μL drop of the diluted suspension is placed on a 300-mesh carbon-coated copper grid (TED Pella Inc., Redding, California, USA) and allowed to dry for 1 min. The excess liquid is removed using filter paper. Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy analysis (performed by EDAX) confirms the presence of bromine atoms, most likely within the darker areas of the image. These areas represent MBI molecular aggregates (see Fig. 1 from the Supporting Materials). A control sample prepared in the same way in the absence of MBI did not show these darker areas in the image. Since a carbon-coated grid was used and carbon nanotubes are present in the mixture, the Netcounts method (sample area minus control area) [34] is not used. As a result, the X-ray scattered lines from the copper grid show up in the background of the spectrum.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Dyeing with indigo, MBI, and DBI, and analysis of dyed fabrics

First we present our results of dyeing of various fabrics with the three indigos. Using the procedure of Clark and Cooksey at 50°C [23] inconsistent results are obtained. We trace this to premature oxidation of the leuco form back to the water-insoluble indigoid. If the leuco formation and fabric permeation steps are not performed under an atmosphere of nitrogen gas, then particles of the oxidized dye tend to form, creating a thin film on top of the solution. These particles will not be adsorbed into the fabric but may adhere to the surface of it, giving false colors. In dyeings with DBI, we find that upon addition of ammonium chloride to the solution of leuco form, an off-white precipitate forms when the vat is kept at 50°C, but is absent when the vat is kept at its boiling point (75–80°C). We believe that the precipitate is the leuco form, which is only fully soluble at the higher temperature. Possibly for this reason, we have found DBI dyeings performed at 50°C to be plagued by faint and variable colors. Also, after three passes of dyeing with both MBI and DBI at this temperature, particles of dye form in the vat upon exposure to air, giving evidence that the vat is not exhausted. This is not the case for three-pass dyeings done at the higher temperature (see Section 2.3). Also, the colors are much more rich and intense at the higher temperature; this has been found for some dyeings with indigo [35]. Additionally, Cooksey and Sinclair [26] have modified the original procedure [23] by using a higher temperature in dyeing with DBI.
We also advocate performing the dyeing under subdued lighting, based on a hint from the literature. While it has long been known that the leuco forms of brominated indigoids can be debrominated by UV light [28–31], there appears to be some evidence that room lighting will cause an unspecified amount of debromination of the leuco form of DBI [12]. However, Cooksey and Sinclair [26] note that tungsten room lighting does not cause debromination of DBI during a dyeing experiment. To probe this matter further, we have exposed a solution of the leuco form of MBI to fluorescent room lighting overnight under an atmosphere of nitrogen gas before fabric permeation and development. Subsequent dyeing gives fabric colors that are indistinguishable from the same fabrics dyed with indigo, indicating debromination. However, during the much shorter time of a dyeing experiment, we find that the colors and reflectance spectra of dyeings done in the dark vs. those unprotected from room lighting are indistinguishable from each other, so the amount of debromination must be insignificant. In Section 3.1.2 we will present a three-pass MBI silk dyeing done under subdued lighting. We find that this dyeing is indistinguishable, both by eye and reflectance spectra, from the same dyeing done under normal room lighting. Just to be safe though, we normally protect the MBI and DBI leuco solutions from room light.

3.1.1. Analysis of dyed multi-fabric strips

The improved procedure described above is used to dye 13 fabrics, which are parts of a multi-fabric strip (Fig. 3). All of the fabrics show a consistent reddening of their colors, on proceeding from indigo to MBI to DBI. This corresponds to a blue shift in the absorption spectrum, or an increase in the HOMO–LUMO gap of the adsorbed molecules. The indigo-dyed fabrics from the first pass vary from blue-green to blue, MBI-dyed fabrics vary from blue to violet, and DBI-dyed fabrics vary from violet-blue to purple. Several of the MBI-dyed fabrics appear black, due to high affinity of the dye molecule or its leuco form for the fabrics.

The colors of the dyed fabrics seen by the eye were put on a more exact basis by recording reflectance spectra. Figs. 4 and 5 show the results of three-pass dyeings. Indigo-dyed fabrics showed either only one minimum in the region of interest (500–650 nm), or a shoulder in the curve at shorter wavelengths. The positions of the minima do not vary appreciably with concentration, thus the corresponding fabric colors from the three passes do not change in hue. This is typified by the indigo-dyed wool from Fig. 5a. On the other hand, the spectra of the fabrics dyed with the two brominated indigoids all feature two minima, or sometimes a minimum accompanied by a shoulder at shorter or longer wavelength. Representative of this behavior are the spectra of wool dyed with MBI (Fig. 5b; reflectance data for the other fabrics will appear at a later date). While the minimum of the MBI first pass is at 530 nm (perceived violet color), there is a prominent shoulder centered around 620 nm (perceived blue color). Thus, the expected violet shade inferred from the minimum would be shifted somewhat towards a blue-violet color. The second-pass curve shows these same features, and therefore the wool is expected to appear very similar in color to the wool from the first pass. The third-pass curve shows two actual minima, with the less prominent one at 530 nm, and the more prominent one at 620 nm. So the wool from the third pass appears more blue than the others. The DBI-dyed wool of Fig. 5c shows these same general features. Clark and Cooksey [23] saw this trend towards longer absorbed wavelengths for increasingly diluted dyeings with MBI and DBI, and ascribed this to diminution of
dye-aggregate size. Their reflectance curves of diluted MBI-dyed wool and DBI-dyed silk show that the shoulder at longer wavelength becomes more pronounced at lower concentration, and becomes the actual minimum after the fourth pass.

Another example from the literature is illustrative: Koren [21] has attempted to reproduce an ancient Tyrian purple wool dyeing, using *Murex trunculus* from the eastern Mediterranean area as the source of dye. The colorant obtained from these mollusks, both ancient and modern, in this region is composed primarily of DBI, with minor amounts of MBI and indigo [16]. In Koren’s study, the reflectance curves of the dyed wool showed a minimum at short wavelength, and a shoulder at longer wavelength, similar to Fig. 5b and c. The second-pass wool showed a lessening in the prominence of the minimum at shorter wavelength, making the wool appear blue. Koren originally attributed the minimum and shoulder to DBI and indigo, respectively; however in his later study [15], HPLC analysis did not confirm that DBI was the major component. The dyed wool from the first pass contained primarily MBI and indigo. Since MBI- and DBI-dyed wool have nearly identical reflectance spectra, the peak misassignment is understandable. What remains a mystery is why the eastern Mediterranean sea snails which produce a dye rich in DBI should give a dyeing containing very little of this component.

![Fig. 5. Reflectance spectra of wool from multi-fabric strips dyed with (a) indigo, (b) MBI, and (c) DBI.](image-url)
The color of the fabrics in the present case and in these previous examples depends on the relative intensities of two reflectance minima. We speculate that they represent two different types or colors of molecular aggregates. This is somewhat analogous to the behavior of MBI and certain other indigoids, which can form dimers in solution characterized by specific \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) values in the visible absorption spectra [23,36]. Drawing conclusions like these from our reflectance spectra alone can be a shaky proposition. However, Koren’s recent colorimetric analysis of our dyed fabrics mentioned in the introduction indicates that MBI- and DBI-dyed wool show only two color components, red and blue [32]. All the other dyed fabrics in that study show only two components as well.

In Section 3.2 we show that the relative intensities of two minima seen in the reflectance spectra of these dyed fabrics will also change after application of gentle heat, resulting in reddening or bluing of the fabric. It is possible that both the dilution- and heat-induced color changes are due to size redistribution of molecular aggregates.

3.1.2. An all-silk dyeing

An all-silk dyeing was performed and characterized by reflectance spectra. Three passes for each indigoid were made (Figs. 6 and 7). The curves for indigo show the expected blue to blue-green minima, the positions and shapes of which were not very sensitive to concentration. The curves for MBI show marked changes upon dilution, with minima shifting from 530 to 620 nm. The DBI curves show wonderful symmetry, and best illustrate the redistribution of colored aggregates upon dilution. The first-pass curve shows a minimum at 530 nm, and a longer-wavelength shoulder; the perceived color is purple–violet. The second-pass curve shows a narrower distribution of aggregates with more equal amounts of blue and red ones; the perceived color is violet–blue. In the third-pass curve, the shorter- and longer-wavelength minima are in approximately the same positions as they were in the first and second passes, and are equal in intensity; the perceived color is nearly blue.

3.2. Analysis of thermochromic properties of indigo, MBI, and DBI

The most interesting feature of the dyed fabrics is their color change upon heating. We have subjected each of the fabrics from Figs. 3 and 6 to boiling water for 10 min (after this time, no further color change appears to occur), and find that many of them change color quite markedly (Figs. 5b, c, 6b, c, 8). Color changes are evident even after a short time at 60 °C. For indigo- and MBI-dyed fabrics, the colors shifted predominantly towards blue upon heating. Surprisingly, fabrics dyed with DBI show the reverse trend, becoming more red upon heating. A full set of reflectance data will be published at a later date.

The heat-induced color changes do not depend strongly on the fabric’s chemical composition. We also note that the color change is most likely physical rather than chemical in nature. For example, HPLC analysis of MBI extracted from heat-treated dyed wool does not show a chemical change [37]. We propose that heat induces the redistribution of molecular aggregates, similar to the way changes in dye concentration cause it, which is best shown in Fig. 7c. After heating the silk from all three passes, the shoulder at longer wavelength lessens appreciably, while the minimum shifts slightly towards red. The main determinant of the color change is most likely not the shift of the minimum, but is the disappearance of the “blue” aggregates, indicated by disappearance of the shoulder in the blue region of the spectrum. In Section 3.3, we will correlate these apparent aggregate redistributions to the actual size of the aggregates.

Ziderman [25] has reported that MBI after sublimation and vapor deposition changes from its original color to blue, and is of a different type of crystallinity. Also, he states that MBI itself when not adsorbed onto fabric also turns blue upon heating [38]. This would indicate that the thermochromism we note above is not related to the molecule’s adsorption on the fabric, but is a property of the molecule itself. However, we have made some observations at variance with this. We find that after purification by slow recrystallization the product predominantly forms dark-violet elongated prismatic crystals, easily visible at 10× magnification and suitable for X-ray structure determination [39], which show a metallic sheen. These crystals undergo no color change upon heating to around 200 °C, at which point they start to sublime. It seems unlikely that the apparent new blue crystalline form obtained after sublimation at high temperature and vapor deposition has any relation to the low-temperature color change of MBI-dyed wool. To bolster this assertion, we will report elsewhere new X-ray crystal data obtained at high temperatures which will show that there is no change in the crystal structure up to 70 °C.
3.3. Analysis of TEM results

TEM analysis suggests that the color change upon heating of the fabric may be due to a change in the aggregation state of dye molecules adsorbed onto it; this corroborates the reflectance data. We find that carbon nanotubes can be used as surrogates for fibers in an MBI dyeing. This choice is necessary to overcome problems associated with the detection of nanometrically sized MBI molecular aggregates on macroscopic fibers when using electron microscopy imaging. Since the aggregation effects we posit seem not to depend heavily on the structure of the fabric, it is likely that these surrogate fibers will behave in a similar manner. When the nanotubes are dyed with MBI in the usual way, the resulting dyed-fabric model is

Fig. 7. Reflectance spectra of three passes of silk dyed with (a) Indigo, (b) MBI, and (c) DBI, with post-dyeing heat.

Fig. 8. Thermochromicity of multi-fabric strips dyed with DBI and MBI. Top to bottom: DBI heated, DBI unheated, MBI unheated, MBI heated. See Fig. 3 for fabric identities.
amenable to TEM. The TEM images show that MBI organizes itself in clusters (nanoparticles), representing molecular aggregates, on the surface of the carbon nanotubes (Fig. 9). No particles are observed detached from the carbon nanotube surface of the carbon nanotubes. 

The TEM images show that MBI organizes itself in clusters (nanoparticles), representing molecular aggregates, on the surface of the carbon nanotubes (Fig. 9). No particles are observed detached from the carbon nanotube surface of the carbon nanotubes. 

4. Conclusion

While indigo and its derivatives have been used as fabric dyes for millennia, the mechanisms for their color production have been under investigation only recently. These studies require a consistent dyeing procedure, which we attempt to achieve by using a high temperature and excluding atmospheric oxygen and light. While it is well known that UV light debrominates the leuco forms of MBI and DBI, we show that ambient fluorescent lighting will do the same, given enough time. Application of indigo, MBI and DBI to 13 fabrics (3 natural and 10 synthetic) shows that there is little correlation between fabric and dye structures, and colors achieved. However, there is a consistent reddening trend of the fabrics upon substitution by bromine atoms in the adsorbed dye molecules. At lower dye concentration, many of the fabrics dyed with MBI and DBI become more blue. We interpret this as a redistribution of two types of molecular aggregates, indicated by two separate reflectance minima and shoulders on the curves. The dyed fabrics when heated in water produce surprising color changes: indigo- and MBI-dyed fabrics show color changes toward blue, while DBI-dyed fabrics give the opposite color change, toward red. We propose that these color changes are caused by aggregate redistributions similar to those seen upon dilution of the dye vat. Use of MBI-dyed carbon nanotubes as a fabric surrogate confirms that the nature of the color changes may be physical rather than chemical: TEM analysis shows that dye particles on the nanotubes undergo a change in their aggregation state upon heating, a phenomenon which could be operative in all the color changes reported here.
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